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New Releases: December 2019
Faith-Based & Family Friendly titles for 

Christian bookStores

The Silk Merchant of Sychar
RRP: $24.99 (Faith Fiction)

Author: Cindy Williams | Publisher: Rhiza Press 
Release Date: 10/11/2019 | Format: Paperback | Pages: 264 
Size: 15.2 x 22.9 cm

DESCRIPTION: One woman, five husbands and the weary rabbi at the well 
who knows everything she ever did.

The day after they bury her husband Leah Marcellus loses her baby. A widow 
and childless, what man will want her now? Her father arranges a second 
marriage—a profitable business arrangement—sealed on Mount Gerizim, the 
holy mountain where every true follower of Yahweh worships, but Leah’s heart 
belongs to another. Her passion only brings trouble - jealousy, murder and 
lies. Leah’s skill at the loom and the secrets of dye –the woad, the murex and 
madder—brings her renown among the Roman women of wealth. Yet death 
and betrayal soon steal her security. In desperation, Leah sacrifices her peace 
of mind and risks everything to protect her family.

From the olive groves of Samaria to the bloodied sand of a Roman stadium to 
the exquisite silks brought from the East, The Silk Merchant of Sychar weaves 
colour into the biblical account of the woman at the well.

ISBN: 9781925563788

Independent Austral ian and 
Internat ional t it les for your readers

CHRISTMAS SPECIAL OFFER!

50% OFF Gift Ideas and 
CALEB AWARD WINNING BOOKS

See page 14
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The Last Qumranian (Infinity Chronicles # 1)
RRP: 24.95 (Christian Fantasy Fiction)

Author: Joe Basile | Publisher: Odyssey Books 
Release Date: 01/10/2019 | Format: Paperback 
Pages: 296 | Size: 14.0 x 21.6 cm

DESCRIPTION: Lukas is the last Qumranian, an ancient sect sworn to secrecy and 
to protect the prophecies that bind the worlds together. They develop a powerful 
technology that can control time, and their discovery attracts unwanted attention. 
When the Unclean—a militant force masked by dark magic—attack the hidden 

Qumranian compound under what once was the Dead Sea, Lukas barely escapes. But at what cost? With 
his life intact, he finds himself a prisoner in a timeline not his own. Alone in a foreign landscape, a ruthless 
religious group slaughtering any who oppose them in the streets, and an artefact that literally can—and 
probably has—changed human history, Lukas must not only struggle to stay alive, but locate the only thing 
that can prevent the Unclean from destroying the world. Will Lukas manage to retrieve the artefact before 
more damage is done to the timeline of history, or will he be too late, forever lost in an alternate reality?

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
JOE BASILE grew up in Chicago as the youngest of ten siblings. Much of his life was shaped by the death 
of his mother at a young age. He dropped out of high school and became a rap artist. As that evolved, his 
Christian friends’ love and fearless sharing of the gospel gravitated him to Christ. After he gave his life to 
Christ, he shifted to rapping about Jesus, but eventually felt called to become a pastor. Joe is best known 
for his work on the HISTORY Channel’s documentary, The Jesus Strand: A Search For DNA. This is the 
first book in his new science fiction series, The Infinity Chronicles, and is soon to be followed by his highly 
anticipated graphic novel, Lukas, partnered and designed by artists from Marvel, DC, and Image.

ISBN: 9781925652673

The Thing about Oliver
RRP: 14.99 (Middle Fiction)

Author: Deborah Kelly | Publisher: Wombat Books 
Release Date: 01/10/2019 | Format: Paperback 
Size: 15.2 x 22.9 cm

DESCRIPTION: Eleven-year-old Tilly lives in a drought-stricken town with her mum 
and younger brother Oliver, who is autistic. Oliver’s meltdowns are making life 
unbearable. He can’t cope with even the smallest of changes to his routine. On top 
of that, he needs so many different kinds of therapy that there’s never any time -or 

money- left over for swimming lessons.

When Mum loses her job and decides to move the family to the Queensland coast, Tilly is both excited and 
terrified. Is this her chance to finally learn to swim? Will her dream of snorkelling on the Great Barrier Reef 
come true? Or will so many changes all at once prove disastrous?

ISBN: 9781925563818

Thanku
RRP: 34.95 (Poetry)

Author: Miranda Paul, Illustrated by Marlena Myles 
Publisher: Millbrook Press | Release Date: 01/10/2019 
Format: Hardcover | Pages: 40 | Size: 23.5 x 27.94 cm

DESCRIPTION: This poetry anthology, edited by Miranda Paul, explores a wide range 
of ways to be grateful with poems by a diverse group of contributors.

BISAC: JUVENILE FICTION / Poetry (JUV070000)

ISBN: 9781541523630

https://bookstores.novelladistribution.com.au/page/home
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May We Have Enough to Share
RRP: $17.95 (Board Book)

Author: Richard Van Camp | Publisher: Orca Book Publishers | Date: 01/12/2019 
Format: Board Book (pages: 24) | Size: 17.78 x 17.78 cm

DESCRIPTION: Award-winning author Richard Van Camp wrote this book to express 
his gratitude for all that surrounds him and his family. The strength of their connections, 
the nature that provides for them, the love that is endless. Complemented by photos 

from photographers who celebrate their own gratefulness on the collective blog Tea&Bannock, the simple verse 
in May We Have Enough to Share is the perfect way to start or end your little one’s days in gratitude.

BISAC: JUVENILE FICTION / Social Themes / Emotions & Feelings (JUV039050)

ISBN: 9781459816244

A Friendship Yarn
RRP: $29.95 (Picture Book)

Author: Lisa Moser, Illustrated by Olga Demidova 
Publisher: Albert Whitman & Company | Release Date: 01/12/2019 
Format: Hardback (pages: 32) | Size: 20.32 x 25.4 cm

DESCRIPTION: Porcupine and Badger have always been the best of friends, so when 
Porcupine finds some yarn in the woods, she makes a present for Badger. And when 

Badger finds yarn, she makes a present for Porcupine. The only problem? It’s the same yarn—and to finish 
the gift, they each must unravel the other’s creation. An act of kindness turns into a fierce standoff as the 
friendship frays—can Porcupine and Badger set aside their differences and knit themselves back together?

BISAC: JUVENILE FICTION / Social Themes / Friendship (JUV039060)

ISBN: 9780807507629

My Love is For You
RRP: $16.95 (Picture Book)

Author: Susan Musgrave, Illustrated by Marilyn Faucher 
Publisher: Orca Book Publishers | Release Date: 01/105/2019 
Format: Boardbook (pages: 24) | Size: 17.78 x 17.78 cm

DESCRIPTION: Celebrated poet Susan Musgrave weaves the purity, strength 
and sweetness of love with simple joys from nature experienced through the 

seasons. Marilyn Faucher’s vibrant illustrations are a lovely complement to Musgrave’s prose, and together 
these elements introduce babies and toddlers to the delight of cold summer plums, a shower of cherry 
blossom petals and the endlessness of love. A perfect read-aloud, this poetic board book will foster warmth 
and closeness with the littlest ones in your life.

ISBN: 9781459818460

Baby’s Blessings
RRP: $12.95 (Board Book)

Author: Lesléa Newman, Illustrated by Hiroe Nakata 
Publisher: Kar-Ben Publishing | Release Date: 01/11/2019 
Format: Board Book | Pages: 12 | Size: 16.51 x 16.51 cm

DESCRIPTION: In this charming board book, a Jewish family celebrates the 
arrival of a baby! Blessings in our house abound, Newest is the wondrous 

sound, Of baby whom we hold so dear, Crying out with joy, “I’m here!”

BISAC: JUVENILE FICTION / Religious / Jewish (JUV033020)

ISBN: 9781541522145

https://bookstores.novelladistribution.com.au/page/home
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Chandani and the Ghost of the Forest
RRP: $24.99 (Picture Book)

Author: Rosanne Hawke and Lenore Penner, Illustrated by Lara Cooper 
Publisher: Wombat Books | Release Date: 1/05/2019 
Format: Hardback | Pages: 98 | Size: 22.1 x 27.1 cm

DESCRIPTION: In the snow-capped Himalayan Mountains, monkeys flitted from tree to 
tree and fish shone silver in the stream. Hidden there lived a beast that villagers rarely saw: the Ghost of the 
Forest. Once, the slave girl Chandani lived near the mysterious forest, dreaming of kindness. Her work was 
never done or good enough for her mistress. She longed for her home and family. Then she discovered the 
Ghost of the Forest and her world changed forever. A heartfelt fable of friendship and courage. Chandani 
and the Ghost of the Forest reminds us that hope can be found even in dark places.

ISBN: 9781925563450

A Trip to the Moon
RRP: $14.99 (Picture Book)

Author/Illustrator: Ann-Marie Finn 
Publisher: Yellow Brick Books | Release Date: 1/03/2019 
Format: Paperback | Pages: 32 | Size: 21.59 x 21.59 cm

DESCRIPTION: Lying in his bed one night, Liam woke up and saw a bright light. It 
shone through the window and Liam could see, that his room was lit up as bright as could be... Join Liam as 
he investigates the mysterious bright light and his imagination takes him on an amazing adventure.

ISBN: 9780994557025

Once
RRP: $24.99 (Picture Book)

Author: Kate Forsyth, Illustrated by Krista Brennan 
Publisher: Wombat Books | Release Date: 1/04/2019 
Format: Hardback | Pages: 32 | Size: 28.8 x 23 cm

DESCRIPTION: Kate Forsyth tells tales of her ancestors’ 
lives in Australia in this beautifully illustrated picture 

book that celebrates the power of story. From the first perilous journey to a new land, to the great wars and 
civil rights movements, readers live through key moments in Australia’s fascinating history.

ISBN: 9781925563566

Once 
A long time ago 

My grandmother’s grandmother 
Travelled far, far across the seas 

Over the rim of the world to where 
The stars were new

Barefoot Bea
RRP: $24.99 (Picture Book)

Author: Heather Neilly, Illustrated by Ruth de Vos 
Publisher: Yellow Brick Books | Release Date: 1/07/2019 
Format: Hardback | Pages: 32 | Size: 25.5cm x 29.5cm

DESCRIPTION: Barefoot Bea hates wearing shoes. She sniffs her nose at a sandal, 
looks aghast at a gumboot and won’t suffer a sneaker. But when Bea’s parents decide to 

take radical action, their dynamic daughter comes up with an ingenious solution! Barefoot Bea is an enjoyable 
read for all children, but is a particularly great tool for talking about individualism and difference. Children with 
Autism Spectrum Disorder and/or sensory processing disorders, and their families, will particularly relate.

ISBN: 9780994557087

https://bookstores.novelladistribution.com.au/page/home
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Kol Hakavod
RRP: $14.95 (Picture Book)

Author: Jamie Kiffel-Alcheh,Illustrated by Sarah-Jayne Mercer 
Publisher: Kar-Ben Publishing | Release Date: 01/09/2019 
Format: Paperback | Pages: 24 | Size: 24.13 x 24.77 cm

DESCRIPTION: What is “kavod”? It’s honor, respect. Kol Hakavod is the way we 
encourage each other for a job well done, because even the littlest acts of kindness and the smallest 
good deeds can be hugely important in the world.

BISAC: JUVENILE FICTION / Religious / Jewish (JUV033020)

ISBN: 9781541538351

Kugel for Hanukkah?
ISBN: 9781541534643 (HB) | RRP: $32.95 
ISBN: 9781541534711 (PB) | RRP: $14.95 
(Picture Book) 
Author: Gretchen M. Everin, Illustrated by Rebecca Ashdown | Pages: 32 
Publisher: Lerner Publications | Date: 01/12/2019 | Size: 24.76 x 24.76 cm

DESCRIPTION: As each of Hanukkah’s first seven nights brings an unusual 
new present to a little girl, the mystery deepens. These gifts don’t seem to make 

much sense. Until the eighth night they finally do!

BISAC: JUVENILE FICTION / Religious / Jewish (JUV033020)

PB
H

B

The Bar Mitzvah Boys
RRP: $29.95 (Picture Book)

Author: Myron Uhlberg, Illustrated by Carolyn Arcabascio 
Publisher: Albert Whitman & Company | Release Date: 01/11/2019 
Format: Hardback | Pages: 32 | Size: 20.32 x 25.4 cm

DESCRIPTION: Grandpa was never bar mitzvahed; it was wartime, and life was 
difficult. It’s been a regret his whole life. Many years later, it’s his grandson’s time to 
go through the Jewish ritual of coming of age. The father suggests that they be bar 
mitzvahed together. They study together, recite together, and celebrate together.

BISAC: JUVENILE FICTION / Religious / Jewish (JUV033020)

ISBN: 9780807505700

In the Jerusalem Forest
ISBN: 9781541534728 (HB) | RRP: $32.95 
ISBN: 9781541534735 (PB) | RRP: $14.95 
(Picture Book) 
Author: Devora Busheri, Illustrated by Noa Kelner 
Publisher: Kar-Ben Publishing | Pages: 32 
Release Date: 01/11/2019 | Size: 24.76 x 24.76 cm
DESCRIPTION: A child and her mother take a walk in the forest near Jerusalem, 

gazing at their reflections in a rippling pond and appreciating their time together. Inspired by the poem “The 
Pond” by Hayim Nahman Bialik.

BISAC: JUVENILE FICTION / Religious / Jewish (JUV033020)

PB
H

B
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Juno Jones, Mystery 
Writer (Juno Jones #2)
RRP: $12.99 (Junior Fiction)

ISBN: 9780648492528

Author: Kate Gordon, Drawings by Sandy Flett 
Pages: 96 | Publisher: Yellow Brick Books 
Format: Paperback | Release Date: 01/11/2019 
Size: 12.9 x 19.8 cm

DESCRIPTION: Muttonbird Bay Primary is 
once again under threat of closure, and Juno 
Jones is pretty sure the Alien Lizard Men are 
involved. But that’s not all ... Shy Vi is missing, 
Miss Tippett is acting VERY strangely, and 
everyone keeps turning to Juno Jones to 
solve the mysteries. And then, Perfect Paloma 
suddenly need’s Juno’s help ... To solve these 
cases Juno Jones will need to be come a 
Mystery Writer!

Juno Jones, Word Ninja 
(Juno Jones #1)
RRP: $12.99 (Junior Fiction)

ISBN: 9780994557094

Author: Kate Gordon, Drawings by Sandy Flett 
Publisher: Yellow Brick Books | Release Date: 30/04/2019 
Format: Paperback |Pages: 96 | Size: 12.9 x 19.8 cm

DESCRIPTION: A disaster has happened. Muttonbird 
Bay School might be closing. I mean, FOREVER. Juno 
Jones loves her school. She does not want to have to 
go to the posh school up the hill or the one down the 
hill next to the sewage treatment plant. But the Men in 
Suits want to close Muttonbird Bay Primary down. And 
there’s only one thing Juno and her classmates can do 
to stop it … Read. Which is perfectly fine for people like 
Perfect Paloma, but Juno Jones is A Kid Who Doesn’t 
Like Reading. Will she be able to learn to like it in time to 
save her beloved school? It might take the unthinkable to 
make it happen. Juno Jones might need to become… A 
WORD NINJA!

The Secret Science Society’s 
Spectacular Experiment
RRP: $12.99 (Junior Fiction)

Author: Kathy Hoopmann & Josie Montano, Illustrated by Ann-Marie Finn 
Publisher: Wombat Books | Release Date: 10/08/2019 
Format: Paperback | Pages: 92 | Size: 12.9 x 19.8 cm

DESCRIPTION: Mona likes to moan. Kiki is a worry-wart. Bart loves following rules. 
And Zane HATES following rules. When the four of them are put into The Secret 
Science Society together, this could only mean one thing: DISASTER! Will they be 

able to work together to create an experiment that Mona won’t moan about, Kiki knows is safe, Bart will 
think is perfect and that is really, REALLY exciting for Zane? But ssssssshhhhhhh, the ending is a secret.

ISBN: 9781925563764

How Not To Be Popular
RRP: $16.99 (Middle Fiction)

Author: Cecily Anne Paterson 
Publisher: Wombat Books | Release Date: 15/03/2019 
Format: Paperback | Pages: 264 | Size: 20.3 x 13.3 cm

DESCRIPTION: Maddie tries to be nice to everyone. Even weird, chicken-obsessed 
Tahlia. BUT she’d way prefer to hang out with the cool K-girls at school. The only 
problem is that they don’t seem interested in her, at least not until Year 6 camp. That’s 
when Maddie has a decision to make: how far will she go to be popular? Will she be 

able to live with the guilt when she finally has everything she’s been hoping for? Follow Maddie’s hilarious 
antics with chickens, secrets and undies in the latest adventure at Kangaroo Valley Public School.

ISBN: 9781925563658

https://bookstores.novelladistribution.com.au/page/home
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The Proposal (Christy 
of Cutter Gap #5)
RRP: $14.99 (Faith Fiction)

ISBN: 9781683701750

Author: Catherine Marshall 
Publisher: Kregel Publications 

Pages: 112 | Release Date: 13/11/2018 
Format: Paperback | Size: 13.97 x 20.83 cm

DESCRIPTION: Christy should be thrilled when 
David, the handsome minister, proposes marriage. 
So why do thoughts of Dr. Neil MacNeill keep 
popping into her head? Before she can answer 
David, Christy is blinded in a terrible riding accident 
and all her dreams are threatened.

Christy’s Choice 
(Christy of Cutter Gap 
#6)
RRP: $14.99 (Faith Fiction)

ISBN: 9781683701774

Author: Catherine Marshall 
Publisher: Kregel Publications | Pages: 112  
Release Date: 13/11/2018 | Format: Paperback | 
Size: 13.97 x 20.83 cm

DESCRIPTION: When Christy is offered a chance 
to teach in her hometown, she faces a difficult 
decision. Will her train ride back to Cutter Gap be a 
journey home or a last farewell? Suddenly, the train 
carrying Christy breaks from the track and plunges 
down the side of the mountain. In a moment of terror 
and danger, she must decide where her future lies.

Midnight Rescue (Christy of Cutter Gap #4)
RRP: $14.99 (Faith Fiction)

Author: Catherine Marshall 
Publisher: Kregel Publications | Release Date: 13/11/2018 
Format: Paperback | Pages: 112 | Size: 13.97 x 20.83 cm

DESCRIPTION: Christy Huddleston, the new schoolteacher in Cutter Gap, thought her 
biggest problem was going to be choosing between the charming country doctor, Neil 
MacNeill, and the handsome minister, David Grantland. But Christy has more serious 

matters to deal with when her student Ruby Mae Morrison and the mission’s runaway black stallion vanish in 
a furious storm. As Christy desperately searches for Ruby Mae in the cold, blinding rain, she runs headlong 
into three angry moonshiners bent on revenge against anyone who might try to stop their illegal activities. Can 
Christy survive this most terrifying test of her faith and courage?

ISBN: 9781683701736

ALSO AVAILABLE IN THE Christy of Cutter Gap SERIES $14.99 ea
Title ISBN Title ISBN
The Bridge to Gutter Gap #1 9781683701576 Silent Superstitions #2 9781683701590
The Angry Intruder #3 9781683701613

Christy of Cutter Gap
ABOUT THE SERIES

Based on Catherine Marshall’s novel Christy—a New York Times bestseller—the Christy® of Cutter 
Gap series contains expanded adventures filled with romance, intrigue, and excitement and is designed 
to make this much-loved classic accessible to younger readers.

https://bookstores.novelladistribution.com.au/page/home
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Can’t Beat the 
Chemistry
RRP: $17.99 (YA Fiction)

ISBN: 9781925563696

Author: Kat Colmer 
Publisher: Rhiza Edge 

Release Date: 20/04/2019 | Format: Paperback 
Pages: 208 | Size: 20.3 x 13.3 cm

DESCRIPTION: Ionic and covalent bonds are a piece of 
cake for MJ. But human bonds are a little harder ... There 
are only two things MJ wants in her final year of high 
school: 1) Glowing grades and ... 2) to convince uber-
smart, chiselled-jaw Jason they’d be a winning team 
outside the science lab as well as in. Tutoring deadbeat 
drummer, Luke, isn’t part of the plan. After all, he has 
average intelligence, takes disorganised notes and looks 
like a partied-out zombie at their study sessions! Not even 
his taut biceps will win MJ over. But MJ learns that she 
could be tutored in a few life lessons too: That sometimes 
there’s good reason to skip chemistry tutorials. That 
intelligence is so much more than a grade average. And 
that sometimes you can’t beat the chemistry.

Central to Nowhere
RRP: $24.99 (Faith Fiction)

ISBN: 9781925563641

Author: Deirdre Blackmore 
Publisher: Rhiza Connect 

Release Date: 10/04/2019 | Format: Paperback 
Pages: 32 | Size: 22.9 x 15.2 cm

DESCRIPTION: When Ivy steps over the cattle 
grid, reality hits. Capricorn Station is vast, desolate 
and Central to Nowhere. But Ivy has come too far 
to back out now. She’s left her past behind her and 
is desperate to make this work. Stockman Adam 
O’Rourke is equally determined she’s going home 
ASAP. This girl is not the jillaroo he was expecting 
to help on his station over the summer. She 
can’t even handle a horse. It isn’t long before Ivy 
realises there’s more between her and Adam than 
the job. But Ivy has only one summer on Capricorn 
Station. One season that’s passing way too fast. 
And when Adam’s past blows in unexpectedly, Ivy 
realises too late that falling for him is bringing back 
everything she is running from.

Room for One More
RRP: $16.95 (YA Fiction)

Author: Monique Polak 
Publisher: Kar-Ben Publishing | Release Date: 01/11/2019 
Format: Paperback | Pages: 232 | Size: 13.33 x 19.05 cm

DESCRIPTION: When war refugee Isaac joins her family, Rosetta’s life changes. 
They become friends and she helps him learn the fate of his other family members 
and also imagine a promising future in his new country.

BISAC: JUVENILE FICTION / Religious / Jewish (JUV033020)

ISBN: 9781541540439

Bright Owl Books
Author: Molly Coxe RRP: $9.95 ea
Publisher: Kane Press Format: Paperback (pages: 40)
Age: 5 to 7 years Release Date: 1/08/2018
Molly Coxe’s fun photographic beginning readers feature the long and short 
vowel sounds and are only around 100 words per book. These super simple 
fiction titles are the perfect launch pad for literacy.

TITLE 
(Short Vowels)

ISBN TITLE 
(Short Vowels)

ISBN

Cubs in a Tub: ‘U’ 9781575659855 Rat Attack: ‘A’ 9781575659732
Hop Frog: ‘O’ 9781575659824 Wet Hen: ‘E’ 9781575659763
Princess Pig: ‘I’ 9781575659794

https://bookstores.novelladistribution.com.au/page/home
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Underestimating Miss Cecilia 
(Regency Brides - Daughters of Aynsley #2)
RRP: $24.99 (Faith Fiction)

Author: Catherine Marshall | Format: Paperback 
Publisher: Kregel Publications | Pages: 352  
Release Date: 23/07/2019 | Size: 13.97 x 21.59 cm

DESCRIPTION: Cecilia Hatherleigh has many secrets in her shy, sweet heart--but none 
bigger than her unrequited love for Edward Amherst, the earl’s son next door. Her love 

has persevered over many years, even when he grows to be a bit of a rake. Yet despite his fondness for 
females, he never seems to see her as anything more than the quiet younger sister, and nothing Cecy does 
has changed that. Rather than pining after his perhaps unworthy love, she decides to turn her focus toward 
living out her newly found faith. Now she’s determined to follow God’s leading to make a better world for the 
poor and dispossessed around her.

A London riot awakens Edward to the responsibilities due his family name. It’s time to turn his life around 
to please his noble father--and that means restoring his abandoned legal career and making a marriage of 
convenience. Neither will be easy, given his past and the prejudices of the upper echelons of society to which 
he belongs.

When misadventure strikes at a house party, these two are thrown together even as their lives are upended. 
If Cecy can’t trust God, overcome her shyness, and find her inner strength, the good work they’ve both done 
may be for naught--and neither will ever find true love ...

ISBN: 9780825445903

A Hero for Miss Hatherleigh 
(Regency Brides - Daughters of Aynsley #1)
RRP: $24.99 (Faith Fiction)

Author: Carolyn Miller | Format: Paperback 
Publisher: Kregel Publications | Pages: 336 
Release Date: 19/03/2019 | Size: 13.97 x 21.59 cm

DESCRIPTION: As the daughter of Viscount Aynsley, Caroline Hatherleigh knows every 
rule of society--and she’s always followed them precisely. But when she visits south 

Devonshire and encounters a fossil-hunting scientist and his sister, her assumptions about what is right are 
shaken. Questions she has never considered about the importance of friendship and faith suddenly confront 
her--and her comfortable understanding about how the world works is thrown off balance. What if God wants 
to be the center of her life, rather than merely a social obligation?

Gideon Kirby loves science, and hunting down proof of past lives is a joy he won’t willingly give up. But his 
scientific leanings are being challenged both by his personal beliefs and by local smugglers in the Devonshire 
countryside. And every day his sister’s illness becomes more desperate, her care growing more demanding. 
Adding a viscount’s daughter to the mix is a complication Gideon never expected--especially since he must 
stay far away from this young woman he’s falling for in order to protect his beloved sister’s secret.

When a mysterious stranger visits the village, that secret will be exposed, no matter how Gideon fights. Then 
tragedy strikes in a smugglers’ cave. And the threat of scandal may lead to broken hearts and passionless 
propriety. Will the shaky bond these two have nurtured be strong enough to overcome their differences--or will 
the trust they’ve withheld from each other tear three lives apart?

ISBN: 9780825445897

https://bookstores.novelladistribution.com.au/page/home
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR:

CAROLYN MILLER lives in the beautiful Southern Highlands of New South Wales, Australia, with her 
husband and four children. Together with her husband she has pastored a church for ten years, and 
worked part-time as a public high school English and Learning and Support teacher. Carolyn holds a BA 
in English Literature, and loves drawing readers into fictional worlds that show the truth of God’s grace in 
our lives.

A longtime lover of Regency romance, Carolyn’s novels have won a number of RWA and ACFW contests. 
She is a member of American Christian Fiction Writers and Australasian Christian Writers.

Visit her website for more information: www.carolynmillerauthor.com

ALSO AVAILABLE $24.99 ea 
Regency Brides - A Promise of Hope

Title ISBN
Winning Miss Winthrop #1 9780825445330
Miss Serena’s Secret #2 9780825445347
The Making of Mrs Hale #3 9780825445354

ALSO AVAILABLE $24.99 ea 
Regency Brides - Legacy of Grace

Title ISBN
The Elusive Miss Ellison #1 9780825444500
The Captivating Lady Charlotte #2 9780825444517
The Dishonorable Miss Delancey #3 9780825444524

Get Poor Quick through Poetry (and other arty enterprises)
Author: Cameron Semmens | RRP: $19.95 
Publisher: Crooked Nose Wisdom | Pages: 118 
Release Date: 1/12/2017 | Format: Hardback

DESCRIPTION: 101 super easy steps to Obscurity, Disappointment and Straight-up 
Cashlessness! Are you an artist? Do you want to be an artist? Do you have a friend who’s 
an artist? Do you know how to spell the word artist? This book is for you!!! It’s the perfect 
antidote to those blocked, jaded and confused with their arty pursuits. We all need to 

laugh at the crazy life that the creative urge can bring forth! Laugh on!

ISBN: 9780995415812

https://bookstores.novelladistribution.com.au/page/home
https://www.carolynmillerauthor.com/
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God? Really?
Author: Harald Giesebrecht | RRP: $19.95 
Publisher: Signs Publishing | Release Date: 01/12/2019 
Format: Paperback (pages: 154) | Size: 14.8 x 22.9 cm

DESCRIPTION: Defending God against the objections of science is much easier than 
defending Him against the damage believers themselves have inflicted on His reputation. 
There are interpretations of the Bible that portrays God more like a violent psychopath 
than a loving God one would wish to exist. This book shares some of the author’s personal 

journey through some of the most difficult questions you can ask about the God of the Bible.

ISBN: 9781925044928

“Take Me to the San”
Author: Branimir Schubert, Denise Murray | RRP: $19.95 
Publisher: Signs Publishing | Release Date: 01/12/2019 
Format: Paperback (pages: 138) | Size: 14.8 x 22.9cm

DESCRIPTION: Even before its completion and official opening in January, 1903, the Sydney 
Sanitarium had admitted and treated its first patient. Situated on a hilltop in the then-rural 
locality of Wahroonga, the hospital’s mission would reach around the world, lead innovation 
in medical, nursing and ethical practice, and continue to adapt to the changing healthcare 

needs, environment and economy. Sydney Adventist Hospital—still affectionately known to many as “The San”—
is a landmark in Sydney’s northern suburbs. A pioneer in wholistic healthcare, the hospital is committed to health 
of body, mind and spirit for its patients, staff and community. This is a collection of stories from the history of the 
San, as well as reflections on how this history has been shaped by mission and what it means to be a hospital 
with a mission today. Written by contributors with many years’ experience at Sydney Adventist Hospital, these 
are stories of “Christianity in Action”.

ISBN: 9781925044904

Of Falafels and Following Jesus
RRP: $24.95

Author: Nathan Brown with Michelle Villis and Brenton Stacey 
Publisher: Signs Publishing | Release Date: 1/04/2019 
Format: Hardback | Pages: 208 | Size: 22.8 x 15.3 cm

DESCRIPTION: Since the time of Jesus, visiting the places of His life has held a 
fascination and attraction for His followers from many parts of the world. This is the story 
of one of those journeys, encountering and reflecting on the stories themselves, as well 

as the realities of visiting these places today. From the rugged wilderness of Petra and the Dead Sea to the 
sparkling waters and lush valleys of Galilee, this is a story of re-discovering the stories of Jesus and the Bible, 
and how this journey changes and challenges us as we seek to follow Him as His disciples today.

ISBN: 9781925044881

https://bookstores.novelladistribution.com.au/page/home
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ALSO AVAILABLE

ALSO AVAILABLE IN The Invisible Tree SERIES
TITLE ISBN TITLE ISBN
Love #1 9781922074829 Patients #4 9781921632587
Joy #2 9781922074850 Kindness #5 9781925139723
Peace #3 9781925139143

Goodness (The Invisible Tree #6)
RRP: $18.99

Author: Kirrily Lowe 
Release Date: 01/11/2018 
Publisher: Wombat Books

DESCRIPTION: I went on an adventure to a land called Good, if you’ve never 
been there, I think you should. Goodness is the sixth book in the Invisible Tree 
series, an inspirational series of children’s books that capture core values that we 
all esteem in the life of children and adults!

ISBN: 9781925563559

ISBN: 9781942748274

Invisible #1
RRP: $16.99

ISBN: 9780994497512

Invincible #2
RRP: $16.99

Being Jazmine (Invisible Series #3)
Author: Cecily Anne Paterson | RRP: $16.99 
Release Date: 1/09/2017 | Publisher: Firewheel Press

DESCRIPTION: When you don’t know where you belong, who are you really? Jazmine’s 
deaf. And she’s getting tired. Tired of having to try hard, tired of fitting in, tired of pretending 
to be like everyone else. When Jaz goes to deaf camp, a new world opens up to her. A world 
where things are easier, and she finally seems to have a place. But when you leave one world 

and enter another, what happens to the people you leave behind? And why is one of her new deaf friends 
suddenly pushed out of the group? Which world will Jaz live in? Can she keep a foot in both? How will she 
figure out the best way to be Jazmine?

ISBN: 9780994497574

Lily’s Balloon
Author: Katrina Roe | RRP: $19.99 
Release Date: 1/06/2018 | Publisher: Wombat Books

DESCRIPTION: When Lily finds a beautiful, big, shiny balloon she wants to keep it forever 
But what if somebody else needs it more? Lillys Balloon is a gentle, hopeful story about 
disappointment, loss and learning to let go. Three young lives are connected through one 
balloon, which touches them in different ways.

ISBN: 9781925563399

CALEB AWARD FINALIST

CALEB AWARD FINALIST

CALEB AWARD WINNER

https://bookstores.novelladistribution.com.au/page/home
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ALSO AVAILABLE IN THE Beyond Boarders SERIES
TITLE ISBN
Dear Pakistan #1 9781925139549
The War Within #2 9781925139877
Liana’s Dance 9781925139907

Finding Kerra (Beyond Boarders #3)
Author: Rosanne Hawke | RRP: $15.99 
Release Date: 1/05/2018 | Publisher: Rhiza Edge

DESCRIPTION: It’s been six months since Jaime Richards’ best friend died. Everyone still 
gives the incident a wide berth with a polite ‘How are you now?’ But she’s not all right. So 
for the school holidays, Jaime decides to head Far North to Blake Townsend’s station home. 
He’s has always been the one to listen, but she soon realises that Blake isn’t always the guy 

she knew at school. Not only does she find out he has a sister, Kerra, whom he’s never mentioned, but Jaime 
discovers what a devastating effect a mysterious secret has on the Townsend family. Kerra has believed a lie 
all her life and through storytelling, Jaime hopes to unearth the secret before it’s too late. Sometimes we just 
need to know we are loved. A heartfelt tale of belonging, love and the healing power of story.

ISBN: 9781925563474

Out of the Cages
Author: Penny Jaye | RRP: $19.99 
Release Date: 1/07/2018 | Publisher: Rhiza Edge

DESCRIPTION: Fifteen-year-old Meena has given up all hope of ever escaping the brothel. 
For three years she’s locked away her memories – of home, of her childhood friend, of what it 
means to hope. But when a botched police raid offers her a chance at freedom, Meena must 
face the truth about her past. As she attempts to piece her life back together, the memories 

she has buried deep inside begin to resurface. Meena realises escaping the brothel is only the beginning of 
what it means to be free. Sometimes it’s ourselves we need to trust again…

ISBN: 9781925563412

Hudson Taylor and China
Author: David Malcolm Bennett | RRP: $17.99 
Release Date: 15/03/2018 | Publisher: Rhiza Press

DESCRIPTION: “It is not so much great faith that we need, but faith in a great God.” At the 
age of 21, Hudson Taylor ventured on a dangerous sea voyage to take the Gospel of Jesus 
Christ to the people of China. Why would a young man give up a promising future to venture 
into an alien country, let alone one torn apart by war? Would the Chinese accept him and 

would God bless his vision? His story comes alive in this dramatised biography that relays the humanity, 
humour, and heart of the man widely regarded as one of the most significant and influential missionaries in the 
history of the Christian Church.

ISBN: 9781925563375

ISBN: 9781925139273

John Wesley: The Man, His 
Mission and His Message
RRP: $16.99

ALSO AVAILABLE

ISBN: 9781925139693

Charles Haddon 
Spurgeon Revisted
RRP: $16.99

CALEB AWARD FINALIST

CALEB AWARD WINNER

CALEB AWARD WINNER

https://bookstores.novelladistribution.com.au/page/home
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The Pharaoh’s Stone (Stone Series #3)
RRP: $24.99

Author: Nick Hawkes 
Release Date: 15/08/2018 
Publisher: Rhiza Connect

DESCRIPTION: A young man hiding from his past in a London prison. A body 
found hanged from a bridge over the River Thames. An Egyptian code that holds 
the key to an international scandal … Peter has served his prison sentence trying 
to be nameless. But on his release, Peter becomes entangled in the life of British 
Museum professor, Alex, whose brother was found hanged under Blackfriars 
Bridge. Investigations into the death lead them into the secret world of Freemasonry 

and its passion for collecting ancient Egyptian artefacts. Alex calls on Beth, his finest student and an expert 
in Egyptian hieroglyphics. From London to Paris, New York and the ancient temples of Egypt, they lead a 
frantic race to uncover the clues. As Peter and Beth get closer to solving the mystery of the murder, death 
stalks their every move. To survive, Peter must discover qualities about himself he never knew he had … 
and learn to trust once more.

ISBN: 9781925563436

DESCRIPTION: Annie Samarasinghe has it all together. Beautiful and brilliant, 
she has a medical career in Sydney and a fiancé in Sri Lanka. But on the eve of 
her wedding to childhood-sweetheart Sunil, Annie uncovers the shattering truth 
behind the façade of his business. Forced to hide out in the Snowy Mountains, 
Annie changes her name and her story. But having no past raises questions in a 
small town. When she meets the brusque and arrogant Roy Broughton-Knight, 
she discovers she’s not the only one hiding dark secrets.

ISBN: 9781925563405

Snowy Summer
RRP: $22.99

Author: Patricia Weerakoon 
Release Date: 01/04/2018 
Publisher: Rhiza Press

The Celtic Stone #1
RRP: $24.99

ISBN: 9781921632648

The Viking Stone #2
RRP: $19.99

ISBN: 9781925139488

https://bookstores.novelladistribution.com.au/page/home
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Turning in Circles
RRP: $24.99

Author: Michelle Buckman 
Release Date: 11/04/2017 | Publisher: Vinspire Publishing

DESCRIPTION: Savannah and Charleston, two sisters living in a small Southern town, 
have always been close. They’ve shared everything with one another...until Dillon, the 
one boy in school who’s bad news, sets his sights on Charleston. As she’s drawn down 
his dark, destructive path, Savannah panics, knowing this isn’t a relationship destined 

for anything but trouble. She turns to her lifelong best friend, Ellerbe, for help, but the relationship they’ve 
shared is taking a turn toward something more, something deeper. And Savannah isn’t sure she’s ready for 
a romance while trying to save her sister.

ISBN: 9780990304289

Playing by Heart
RRP: $19.99

Author: Carmela Martino 
Release Date: 11/09/2017 | Publisher: Vinspire Publishing

DESCRIPTION: Emilia Salvini dreams of marrying a man who loves music as much 
as she does. But in 18th-century Milan, being the “second sister” means she’ll likely 
be sent to a convent instead. Emilia’s only hope is to prove her musical talents crucial 
to her father’s quest for nobility. First, she must win over her tutor, who disdains her 

simply for being a girl. When tragedy sends her family into mourning, Emilia composes a heartrending 
sonata that causes the maestro to finally recognize her talent. Just as her dreams seemed within reach, she 
learns that her success could destroy not only her future but her sister’s life.

ISBN: 9781546799450

Angelhood
RRP: $19.99

Author: A.J. Cattapan 
Release Date: 1/08/2018 | Publisher: Vinspire Publishing

DESCRIPTION: Seventeen-year-old theatre geek Nanette believes her life is headed 
toward stardom on Broadway. But when her dream theatre college rejects her and her 
best friend dies in a terrible accident, she decides the world would be better without 
her. But the afterlife isn’t as heavenly as she thought. Trapped between light and utter 

darkness, Nanette learns she’s a guardian angel, and the only way she can earn her wings is to keep a high 
school freshman, Vera, from committing the same sin she did—taking her own life.

ISBN: 9780990304265

Genius Summer
RRP: $22.99

Author: Pamela Woods-Jackson 
Release Date: 1/12/2018 
Publisher: Vinspire Publishing

DESCRIPTION: Millie Olson would rather imagine life in the 19th century than face 
her 21st century life. She’s always been more academic than social and finding a diary 
written in 1865 by a young girl her age sets her history-loving heart on fire. But her 

grandmother’s insistence that she socialise reconnects her with high school quarterback Zach MacMillan. 
The last thing Millie expects is a friendship with Zach much less anything more, but as the sparks fly, she’s 
forced to confront her fears with a little help from 1865.

ISBN: 9781976324857

https://bookstores.novelladistribution.com.au/page/home
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Girl in the Middle
RRP: $19.99

Author: Christine H. Bailey 
Release Date: 01/12/2018 | Publisher: Vinspire Publishing

DESCRIPTION: Fifteen-year-old Skye is a middle child, wishing she had a 
life that didn’t include daily harassment from the in-crowd at Highland Creek 
High School. Thanks to fellow band geek and best friend Goose, Skye survives 
freshman year—just barely. But now in their sophomore year, Goose has ditched 
her for a new crowd. Skye is alone, wishing she had that touch of extraordinary 

that everyone else has. Everyone except her. Skye would do almost anything to cast off her ordinary life, but 
at what price? When her older sister Sarah Elizabeth goes missing, Skye gets her wish—but it’s not exactly 
what she had in mind. After questioning Bryan, the senior-class renegade and the last person seen with 
her sister, Skye finds something she never quite expected. Girl in the Middle is an emotional look at what 
happens when a family is faced with a huge crisis, leaving the middle child with a new, unwelcomed role.

Czechmate
RRP: $19.99

Author: Felicia Bridges 
Release Date: 29/04/2016 
Publisher: Vinspire Publishing

ISBN: 9781310861796

DESCRIPTION: Nicole Wise loves her new life in 
Prague almost as much as she loves telling people 
about Jesus. But when an election upsets the 
balance of power, Nicole’s outspoken attempts at 
evangelism lead to her parents’ arrest on espionage 
charges. Teaming up with Jakub, a young Romani 
Czech and her little brother, Adam, they must evade 
corrupt authorities in tunnels under the ancient city 
searching for evidence of their parents’ innocence.

BoliviaKnight
RRP: $19.99

Author: Felicia Bridges 
Release Date: 18/03/2017 
Publisher: Vinspire Publishing

ISBN: 9781542877664

DESCRIPTION: Peter, the oldest of seven children 
born to missionaries in Santa Cruz, Bolivia, resents 
the idea of leaving home to go to college in the 
States. Stumbling on evidence of a murder, he 
launches his family and his best friend, Kasey, into 
a world of drug smuggling and human trafficking 
which threatens the lives of everyone he loves. 
Peter’s temper lands Kasey in the hospital where 
they meet Esperanza, a victim of Hector, the same 
villain who threatens his family.

7 Riddles to Nowhere
RRP: $19.99

Author: A.J. Cattapan 
Release Date: 09/08/2016 | Publisher: Vinspire Publishing

DESCRIPTION: Seventh-grader Kameron Boyd can’t speak to adults. Kam’s mom 
hopes his new school will cure his talking issues, but financial problems threaten the 
school. Kam learns that he and several others have been selected as potential heirs to 
a fortune. He just has to solve a series of seven riddles to find the treasure before the 

other students. The riddles send Kam on a scavenger hunt through the churches of Chicago. Deciphering 
the hidden meanings in artworks and avoiding mysterious men, Kam and his friends are on a quest to not 
only keep the school open but keep Kam’s hopes for recovering his voice alive.

ISBN: 9781370450107

ISBN: 9780989063203

https://bookstores.novelladistribution.com.au/page/home
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Unhinged
RRP: $17.99

Author: Amanda Deed 
Release Date: 01/03/2018 
Publisher: Rhiza Press

ISBN: 9781925563245

DESCRIPTION: Serena Bellingham is faced with 
an impossible choice. Either leave her struggling 
family to serve the eccentric genius, Edward King, 
or stay, only to see the same man imprison her 
father. Her decision leads her to Aleron House, a 
home shrouded in secrecy, strange attitudes and 
even stranger happenings. Is Edward King all that 
she has heard, or is the truth something entirely 
different? Is it possible that the handsome architect 
might need her even more than her beloved family 
does? Unhinged is an Australian retelling of Beauty 
and the Beast, complete with a mysterious curse 
and a precious rose.

Unnoticed
RRP: $17.99

Author: Amanda Deed 
Release Date: 01/03/2017 
Publisher: Rhiza Press

ISBN: 9781925563061

DESCRIPTION: Plain Jane O’Reilly is good at 
being unnoticed. Detested by her stepmother and 
teased by her stepsisters, Jane has learned the art 
of avoiding attention. That is until Price Moreland, 
an American with big dreams, arrives in her small 
town. Does she dare to hope someone might notice 
her? However, Price Moreland may not be the 
prince that the whole town thinks him to be. Was 
his desire to be a missionary a God-given call, or 
just a good excuse to run from his past? Complete 
with an evil stepmother, a missing shoe and a grand 
ball, Unnoticed takes the time-old Cinderella fairy 
tale and gives it an Australian twist.

The Sides of Heaven
RRP: $21.99

Author: Hazel Barker 
Release Date: 14/02/2018 | Publisher: Armour Books

DESCRIPTION: Hazel’s memoir is set in Burma during the turbulent period following 
the Second World War and the subsequent civil war From a family’s endurance, a 
mother’s faith and a young girl’s traumatic teenage years ultimately springs a story of 
redemption and hope. Hazel yearns for freedom, yet chooses to become a nun; she 
yearns for her family, yet spreads her wings for Australia. The Sides of Heaven is the 
sequel to Heaven Tempers the Wind, shortlisted in the CALEB Prize of 2017.

ISBN: 9781925380101

Heaven Tempers the Wind
RRP: $21.99 (Devotional Theology)

ALSO AVAILABLE
ISBN: 9781925380057

Dancing in the Rain
RRP: $21.99

Author: Anusha Atukorala 
Release Date: 31/03/2018 | Publisher: Armour Books

DESCRIPTION: Sometimes … life hurts. What do we do then? How do we keep 
going? Who can help us? The One who created you knows you by name He draws 
near to the broken-hearted. He will gather you in His arms. He will hold you close. You 
will find comfort for your sadness, peace for your fears, hope for tomorrow. You might 
even find yourself Dancing in the Rain.

ISBN: 9781925380118

CALEB AWARD FINALIST

https://bookstores.novelladistribution.com.au/page/home
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Name Covenant: Invitation to Friendship 
(Strategies for the Threshold #3)
RRP: $21.99 (Devoltional Theology)

Author: Anne Hamilton 
Release Date: 01/12/2018 ?? 
Publisher: Armour Books

DESCRIPTION: Abram became Abraham. Jacob became Israel. Simon 
became Peter. Name covenanting seems at first like an archaic, long-
discarded practice that disappeared in the first century around the time 
Saul became Paul. The patriarchs and apostles exchanged names and so 
received new destinies. But that was then. And this is now. However name 

covenanting never went away. Robert Louis Stevenson became Teriitera. Paul Gauguin became Tioka. 
James Cook became Terreeoboo. Arthur Phillip became Woollarawarre. These recent examples throw light 
on this ancient practice of friendship and kinship. They show us that, when God offers a new name, more 
than simply a new calling is attached. It’s an invitation to friendship with Him. This is the third book in the 
ground-breaking Strategies for the Threshold series. It features the second of the five covenants highlighted 
through Scripture. Previous volumes include Dealing with Python: Spirit of Constriction as well as Dealing 
with Ziz: Spirit of Forgetting.

ISBN: 9781925380132

Dealing with Ziz: Spirit 
of Forgetting #2
RRP: $21.99 (Devotional Theology)

ISBN: 9781925380125

Dealing with Python: 
Spirit of Constriction #1
RRP: $21.99 (Devotional Theology)

ISBN: 9781925380095

The Gospel according to John illuminated
RRP: $30.00

Author: Fiona Pfennigwerth 
Release Date: 01/06/2014

DESCRIPTION: John illuminated presents the whole Gospel of 
John from the Bible, with illustrations of outback Australia. The 
naturalistic drawings reflect the book’s own images of light, life, 

living water in arid places; and the Lamb of God. It aims to invite readers to slow down and contemplate 
the words, and into conversation with the original writers and me as the illustrator so that they are drawn 
into the story. A coffee table book or present for those interested in reading the gospel of Jesus.

ISBN: 9780646912462

The Scrolls illuminated
RRP: $35.00

Author: Fiona Pfennigwerth 
Release Date: 01/06/2011

DESCRIPTION: The Scrolls illuminated contains the whole text of the Bible 
books Solomon’s Song of Songs, Ruth Lamentations, Ecclesiastes and Esther, 
with border illustrations of Australian nature.

ISBN: 9780646547206

https://bookstores.novelladistribution.com.au/page/home
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Food as Medicine
RRP: $55.00 (Cook Book)

ISBN: 9781925044621

Author: Sue Radd

Publisher: Signs Publishing 
Release Date: 20/10/2016 
Format: Hardback (pages: 400) 
Size: 28.5 x 23 cm

DESCRIPTION:
Your comprehensive introduction to cooking food 
as medicine in your kitchen. 150 delicious, plant-
based recipes for the best health of you, your 
family and those you cook for, addressing the 
nutritional causes of our most common chronic 
diseases.

Every Bite Takes You Home
RRP: $49.95 (Cook Book)

ISBN: 9781921325281

Author: Gaye Weeden & 
Hayley Smorgon
Publisher: Ilura Press 
Release Date: 1/11/2015 
Format: Hardback (pages: 248) 
Size: 25.5 x 21 cm

DESCRIPTION: Every Bite Takes You Home invites 
us to share in the journeys of sixteen remarkable 
asylum seekers who have found a home in 
Australia. Each person’s unique story, blended 
with the memories of their favourite recipes and 
traditions, reminds us that food can unite us all, 
generating acceptance and understanding across 
diverse cultures and societies.

https://bookstores.novelladistribution.com.au/page/home
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